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Abstract. Let A and T be Artin algebras, M a V- A-bimodule, and R the

triangular matrix ring of A , T, and M ; assume that R is also an Artin al-

gebra. The Ä-modules are triples (U, V, f) where U is a A-module, V is

a T-module, and / is a T-homomorphism from M ® U to V . For an Artin

algebra S , let mod S denote the category of finitely generated S-modules. For

full subcategories A? of mod A and 3~ of mod T, let mod R$- denote the

full subcategory consisting of the modules ( U, V, f), where U is in £7 and

K is in 5" . In this paper it is proved that mod R^- is functorially finite in

mod R if and only if AA is functorially finite in mod A and &" is functorially

finite in mod Y. Using this result, we increase the known examples of functo-

rially finite subcategories considerably, hence also the classes of subcategories

having relative almost split sequences.

Introduction

In studying the category of representations of a partially ordered set, the cate-

gory of lattices over an order, or other similar structures, one often gets involved

in studying full subcategories of the category of modules over an Artin algebra.

Usually these subcategories are additive, with splitting idempotents satisfying

some additional hypothesis, such as being closed with respect to extensions.

Therefore the questions of existence of almost split sequences arise naturally in

connection with the presentation of both the simple contravariant and covariant

functors. In this connection the notion of functorial finiteness from [ASI] is of

importance.

The aim of this note is to show that the functorial finiteness of subcategories

is preserved under some triangular matrix ring constructions. It can also be gen-

eralized to the setting of comma categories. Using this result for Artin algebras,

the existence of almost split sequences for the category of prinjective modules

studied by Grecht [Gr] and de la Peña and Simson [PS] follows immediately.

This result will increase considerably the number of known examples of other

types of subcategories having almost split sequences.
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1. Preliminaries

In this section we recall the definitions and notions needed in the rest of the

paper and fix the notation.

For a ring S, we let mod S denote the category of finitely presented left

¿"-modules. Let A and T be Artin T-algebras, where T is a commutative

Artin ring, and let rMA be a T- A-bimodule, where the induced actions of T

through A and T commutes and M is finitely generated as a T-module. Then

form the triangular matrix ring R given by

R = {\m   °)l^eA'™e r^A> andyer

where the operations are the usual matrix operations. It is clear that R is also

an Artin T-algebra. A left i?-module may be viewed as a triple (U, V, f),

where U is a A-module, F is a T-module, and / is a T-homomorphism

from rMA <g> U to V . As an Abelian group, (U, V, f) is just U x V, and

the multiplication with an element from R is given by

[m   y) (U>V) = (ÀU> mf(u) + yv),

for (^ °) e R and (u, v) e U x V. An iv-homomorphism (f>: (U, V, f) —>

([/', V', /') is a pair (a, ß), where a: U -* U' is a A-homomorphism and

ß: V —► V' is a T-homomorphism such that f'(M <g> a) = ßf. An alternative

description can be obtained by using the adjoint isomorphism

Homr(rMA ® U, V) ~ HomA(C7, Homr(rATA, V)).

A description of the left Ä-modules is then obtained as a triple ( U, V, f ),

where U is a A-module, F is a T-module, and / is a A-homomorphism

from U to Homr(rAfA, V). As an Abelian group, (U, V, f) is as before,

but the multiplication with an element from R is now given by

(u,v) = (Xu, f(u)(m) + yv).

It is left to the reader to describe the iv-homomorphisms in this case.

We now recall the notion of covariantly, contravariantly, and functorially

finite subcategories from [ASI].

Recall that a covariant functor F from a category sA to the category of

sets is said to be finitely generated if there is an object A in sA and a natural

transformation from ^ (A, ) onto F . The definition of a finitely generated

contravariant functor is analogous.

Definition. A full subcategory sA of a category Aß is said to be

(i) contravariantly finite in 3§ if, for each object X in A% , the represent-

aba functor ^( , X) restricted to sA is finitely generated as a functor on sA ,
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(ii) covariantly finite in A3§ if, for each object X in â§ , the representable

functor ¿g(X,  ) restricted to sA is finitely generated, and

(iii) functorially finite in AA8  if it is both contravariantly and covariantly

finite in £$ .

2. The result

Let T, A, rMA, and R be as before, and let A? be a full subcategory of

mod A and AT be a full subcategory of mod T. Let mod R^ denote the full

subcategory of modi? consisting of the modules of the form (U, V, f) where

U is in 5A and V is in y. With this notation we have the following result:

Op

Theorem 2.1. (i) The subcategory modi?^ of mod R is contravariantly finite

in modi? if and only if AAA is contravariantly finite in mod A and AT is con-

travariantly finite in mod T.
Ci?

(ii)  The subcategory modR^- of modR is covaraintly finite in modi? if

and only if A? is covariantly finite in mod A and AA~ is covariantly finite in

modr.
(iii) The subcategory modi?^ of modi? is functorially finite in modi? if

and only if AAA is functorially finite in mod A and AT is functorially finite in

modr.

Proof. We prove (i) and leave the rest to the reader since the proofs of (i) and

(ii) are dual of each other and (iii) follows from (i) and (ii).
ce

We first establish the "only if part of (i). Assume mod R^ is contravari-

antly finite in mod 7?, and let X be a module in mod A. Consider the module

(X, 0, 0)  in modi?.   By assumption, there exists a module (U, V, f)  in
C/P

modi?^ and a homomorphism tj> = (a, ß): (U, V, f) —> (X, 0, 0) such that
III ^

each homomorphism y/ from an object (U , V , f ) in modi?^ to (X, 0, 0),

factors through 4> \ this will hold especially for each module of the form

([/', 0,0) in modi?^. But then we get that HomA( , a): HomA( , U) -»

HomA( , X) restricted to S" is surjective. This shows that A? is contravari-

antly finite in mod A. The proof that AA~ is contravariantly finite in mod T

when modi?^ is contravariantly finite in modi? is as simple and therefore

left to the reader.

Assume now that AAA is contravariantly finite in mod A and that AT" is

contravariantly finite in modr. Let (X,Y,g) be a module in modi?. By

assumption, there exists a Y^- in AT and a T-homomorphism tY : Yr —► Y

such that

Homr( , J»U Ho"H ''r) Homr( , Y)\~ - 0
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is exact, where \^ means restriction to y. Now consider the pullback diagram

Z -—- X

Homr(M, }»   Homr{M>'y\ Homr(M, Y),

in mod A. From the assumption that A7 is contravariantly finite in mod A,

it follows that there exists a Z? in y and a A-homomorphism s7 : Z

such that

■y

HomA( ,  Z^Hom4'iz)HomA( ,Z)\y

s>
is exact. We then obtain the module (Zy, Y^-,h) in modi?^ , where h is

the composed homomorphism Z^ -A Z —> Homr(Af, Y^-), and we also have

an i?-homomorphism from (Zy, Y$-, h) to (X, Y, g). The claim is that this

i?-homomorphism (Zy ,Yj- ,h) —> (X ,Y ,g) has the property that the induced

sequence

HomÄ( ,  (Z^, Y^, h))\^ - HomR( , (X, Y, g))\R, - 0

yS?
is exact.

To verify this claim, let (A, B, f) be a module in modi?^ and let cf>

(a, ß) : (A , 77, /') -» (X, Y, g) be an i?-homomorphism. By the construction

of the morphism L:L-t/, there exists a T-homomorphism y : B lsr

such that ß is the composition B —> Yj- -A Y . We then obtain the commuting

diagram

A

If | Homr(M,7)f

Homr(M, B)   H°mr(M,?) »Homr(M, YT)

From the property of the pullback

Z -►

HomT(M ,tY)

X

it

Homr(M, Y).

Homr(M, YT)
HomY(M ,tY

Homr(M, Y)

there exists a A-homomorphism S : A —► Z such that

/

, . ,    —,     Homr(A/,y)    „ , . ,    „,    .     Homr(A/,rv)    __
Homr(A7, 77) -r        > Homr(M, />)-r-> Homr(M, Y)

commutes and such that a is equal to the composed homomorphism A

X .  By construction of s7 : Zy Z , there exists a A-homomorphism
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r] : A —► Zy such that the following diagram commutes:

A —?—* Zy -► X

[' i I'■*• N» -4-

u /u     d\    Homr(M,y) Homr(M,îy)
Homr(M, Ü) -!-► Homr(M, 7^) -!--^ Homr(Af, Y),

where the composition of the A-homomorphisms in the top row is a and the

composition of y and tY is still ß . This completes the proof of the claim as

well as the proof of the theorem.

As an immediate corollary of this result we obtain the following:

Corollary 2.2. If AT is functorially finite in mod A, AT is functorially finite in

mod T, and both AT and AT are closed with respect to extensions, then mod R^

has almost split sequences.

Proof. When both AT and AT are closed with respect to extensions, then this

also obviously holds for mod R^ . Theorem 2.4 of [AS2] states that a functo-

rially finite subcategory of mod S for an Artin algebra S which is closed with

respect to extensions has almost split sequences; hence the result follows from

the Theorem.

Every full subcategory of mod 5 with only a finite number of isomorphism

classes of indecomposable modules is functorially finite in mod S, when 5 is

an Artin algebra. Therefore, letting 3° be the category of projective modules in

mod A and letting J2" be the category of injective modules in modT, which are

both closed with respect to extensions, we immediately obtain that the category

mod Rjr has almost split sequences. This is the category of prinjective modules

studied by Grecht [Gr] and de la Peña and Simson [PS].

In a forthcoming joint paper with K. Igusa and G. Todorov [1ST], the cat-

egory of modules of finite projective dimension over an Artin algebra will be

considered. More precisely, let S be an Artin algebra and let fpdmodS be

the full subcategory of mod S consisting of the modules of finite projective

dimension. Some classes of algebras where fipd mod S is contravariantly finite

will be given, and an example will be constructed showing that fpd mod S is

not always contravariantly finite in mod5. Using Theorem 2.1, we can easily

extend the classes of algebras where fpd mod S are contravariantly finite in

modS.

Proposition 2.3. Let A, T, rMA and R be as before and assume in addition

that rM has finite projective dimension. Then fpd mod i? is contravariantly

finite in modi? if and only if fpd mod A is contravariantly finite in mod A

and fpdmodT is contravariantly finite in modT.

Proof. From the next lemma we have that fpd mod i? is the category mod R^

where AT is fpd mod A and A7~ is fpd mod T. Hence, the result follows

directly from the theorem.
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The content of the following lemma may be deduced from results in [FGR],

but for the convenience of the reader we include a proof:

Lemma 2.4. Let A,   Y,   rMA, and R  be as before, and assume that TM

has finite projective dimension. Then fpd mod i? is mod R^-, where ¿T is

fpd mod A, and AT is fpd mod Y.

Proof. The indecomposable projective i?-modules are either of form (P, M®P,

id) where P is an indecomposable projective A-module or of form (0, Q,0)

where Q is an indecomposable projective T-module. Let (A, B, f) be an

i?-module of finite projective dimension and let

0- (Xn, Yn, gn) -» ••• -» (X,, Yx, gx) ̂ (X0,Y0,g0)^(A,B,f)^0

be a projective resolution of (A, B, f). Then

is a projective resolution of A as a A-module and, using the assumption that

rM has finite projective dimension, we obtain that

is a resolution of B in terms of T-modules of finite projective dimension.

Hence, A is in fpd mod A and B is in fpdmodY.
Conversely, using induction on the projective dimension on A, we obtain

that if (A, B, f) is in modi?^ then (A, B, f) is in fpd mod i?.
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